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Ability to contain and to flow fluids

porosity (effective)  higher maybe  good (if done 

properly) 

 OK 

(TOC) 

good better better

thickness  as thick as effective frac height  best  part part part maximum reach 200 to 300 ft

permeability  10s to 1000s nD  best OK good 

(qualitative)

maybe diff for oil and gas

maturity  enough, not too much  good  better best best better strongly related to fluid type

water saturation  low, bound  poor best good maybe single phase, undersaturated, high GOR

Ability to create and sustain complex hydraulic fracture network

brittleness  high maybe good (Vclay) better 

(Vclay)

better better better microseismic high Young's modulus, low Poisson's ratio

often simplified to volume of clay

stress anisotropy  low  good  indirect  indirect best better microseismic

absolute stress  not too high  OK better better DFIT high stress, especially in soft rock, causes loss of frac perm

frac barriers  isolating wellbore from hazards, 

not  from productive rock 

 OK maybe best good better

lack of frac hazards  no faults to divert frac, 

no water zones to frac into 

 good  good  good best best best

landing zone  brittle, thick, continuous, low in 

section 

same parameters as needed overall

offset wells  not close to old wells  good  best matters during full-scale development

Ability to maintain flowing pressure and relative permeability

pressure  more, deeper or overpressured  good to better  good to 

better 

good good maybe RFT or  PBU

type of fluid  more volatile, less susceptible to two-

phase issues 

 good  good to better better best better pressurized core, RFT, 

mud gas

prior production from the same zone is 

better; production from stratigraphic traps 

undersaturated  more  good   better best better
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